Spiral of inquiry: Leaders leading learning – resource overview

The resource is located under the ‘Leading learning’ item in the website menu.
The url is: www.educationalleaders.govt.nz/Leading-learning/Spiral-of-inquiry-leaders-leading-learning

LEADERSHIP ...
Leading change through leading professional inquiry learning, with NZ school examples.

PHASES OF THE SPIRAL
A page for each phase of the spiral. Same format for each: introduction, mindset, Number 1 rule, leadership challenges. Same navigation at end of each page: options to go tools; stories; next phase.

PHASES OF THE SPIRAL – TOOLS AND APPROACHES
A page for each phase of the spiral. Same format for each phase: a range of things that schools have done or used in this phase. These are not requirements and are not in a priority order.

STORIES FROM THE FIELD
One page with a section for each phase of the spiral. The page ends with stories that illustrate the whole spiral. NZ, Australian and Canadian stories. Some stories are short, some are longer; some are written, some are video.

NAVIGATION AND OTHER INFORMATION
There are menus on both sides of the page: the site menu on the left hand side and a table of contents on the right. The right hand panel on the screen may also include additional boxes with links to related information.

KEEPING IT ALL GOING
What to consider when you’ve checked your impact and need to decide what to do next.

You can link from any phase page to its associated tools page, or to the relevant section on the stories page, or to the next phase in the spiral.

AND
You can use the browser back button or the right hand table of contents to get to wherever you want to go next in the resource.